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Abstract
We have completed thefirst tests of a method to synchronize the clocks of networhd computers to the
NIST time scale. The method uses a server computer to dkseminate the time to other clients on the same
local-ureu network. The server is synchronized to NZST wing the ACTS protocol over a dial-up telephone
line. The software in both the server and the clients comtructs a statistical model of the performance oJthe
local clock and of the calibration chunnel, and the parameters of this model are used to adjust the time of
the local clock and the interval between calibration requessts in a statktically optimum way. The algorithm
marimizes the time between calibrations while at the same time keeping the time of the local clock correct
within a spec@ed tokrance. The method can be extended to synchronize computers linked over wide-area
networks, and an experiment to test the performance of the algorithms over such networh B being planned.

Introduction
111 1988, the National lllstitutc of Standards and Tecllnology (NIST, formerly the National ljurcar~of
Standards) introduced the Auto~riatedComputer 'l'irnc Scrvicc. This service is a dial-up telephone
service designed to provide digital acccss to thc NIST tirne scale a t accuracies approaching 1 111s.
The service translilits ti~iieinfor~nationat either 300 bits/s or 1200 hits/s. All of the lines s u p p o ~ t
both transmission formats using standard modems. The data are tr;tnsraitted using standard ASCll
chxacters with 7 data bits, space parity and 1 stop bit. Thc current telephone lzulllber for the service
is (303) 494-4774 (not toll-frcc). The trarlsraitted d a t a includr the d;ty number, tlle civil date and
time and flags that give advance ~lotificationfor thc insertion of leap seconds and for thc trallsitior~to
and from Daylight Saving Time. See Levine et al. (198'3) for more details.
In this paper we report on preliminary tcsts of a systerrl to synchronize the time of networked computers
that is based on this NISrl' service. Our ~llethoduses scrvcr conlputers to disscminatc the time on tlle
computer network. The servers in turn are synchronized using periodic calibrations from the NIST timr
scale. One of the most importa.nt features of the system is tlle statistical model that is incorporated
illto the software in both the scrver and client machi~ics.These lllodels dylla1rlica1l.y adjust the interval
between calibrations based on the desired synchronization accuracy, the jittcr in the calibratioll linlc,
the cost of each calibration and other factors. They make optimum usc of the cdibration data a n d
optimize t l ~ eperforinancc of the network based on the specified accuracy requirements.
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The Network Servers
The network servers are general-purpose computers and use a standard commercial multi-processillg
operating system. They are linked to a local-area network using standard hardware and also have
an external modem that is connected to a voice-grade telephonc circuit. The interfacc between the
computer and the modem uses one of the RS-232 serial ports of the systern. The time of the server is
advanced automatically in response to hardware interrupts generated by an internal crystal-controllcd
oscillator. The interval between interrupts is 10 ms for our hardware, but periods ranging from 1 Ins
to 50 ms are often found in hardware from other suppliers. In addition to these hardware interrupts,
the time of the server is adjusted by the software as described below. These adjustments are made to
the software-maintained time registers only; the actual oscillator cannot be directly controllcd.
The server software consists of two parts: the process that sets and nlaintains the time of the local
clock and the process that transmits the time to other machines on the network. These two processes
are independent, although they share access to a global set of parameters that define the state of the
server. Both of the processes are normally activated as part of the start-up of the server. The process
that controls the local clock runs as a dzmon in the background, while the transmitter is activated
whenever a calibration request is received from a client machine. Neither process uses a significant
fraction of the resources of a modest-sized workstation.
The clock control d ~ m o nis divided into three sub-processes:
1. A process that measures the time difference between the server and NIST. The comparisoll is
made using the dial-up telephone line and the ACTS protocol. The telephone connection time
is typically 15 s. The accuracy of this calibration is about 10 ms and the repeatability is about
0.3 ms. This repeatability is achieved by careful design of the process, especially the algorithm
to interpolate between the ticks of the local clock. This algorithm can reliably resolve intervals
on the order of 1%of the period of the local clock (less than 1 ms on most systems).
2. A process that uses the time difference data to construct a model of the local oscillator. Thc
principal parameters of the model are:
Y

D
A
c

11
Em

Clock Rate in seconds of deviation/second
Change in Clock Rate seconds/second2
Interval between external calibrations
Clock Noise
Channel noise
Maximum time error

The model dynamically adjusts the first three parameters, (y, D and A), to optimize the performance of the clock in the presence of the two noise sources, 6 arid 11. Specifically, the model
attempts to maximize the intcrval between calibrations, A, while at the same timc keeping the
local time correct within the bounds specified by Em,

3. A process that uses tlze model parameters to continuously correct the local clock. These corrections are implemented as 1 ms time steps in the appropriate direction. The interval between
these corrections is at least 10 ms, so that the steering does not exceed 10% of the clock rate.

The Clock Model
The free-running performance of the server clock is modeled by

This expression relates the time difference, x, between the servcr and NIST a t time t J f l to thc
difference a t some earlier time tj. Note that A = tj+l - t j , and that A is not constant but is acljjusted
by the algorithm. The server constructs initial estimates for y and D by several s~~cccssive
calibratiolls
separated by a time intcrval of between 1 and 2 hours. This interval is chosen long enough so that tllr~
channel noise q will not make a significant contribution to tlle rate and short enough so that D call
be neglected and the clock noise 6 can be modeled as a rarldoln process (even though all oscillators
have a noise spectrum that shows incrca.scd variance a t longer periods).

If the d a t a are statistically consistent, then the server changes to a phase-lock mode. The time of tlic
local clock is sct (usua,lly by slewillg it a t tlic rnaximum perrrlitted frequency). When the local clocli
is on time, the rate estimate is uscd to a,pply periodic corrections to it as described above.
Subsequent calibrations are used to refine the parameters of the model. The calibration interval is
gralually lengthened until the rxns error of the nlodcl approaches the value of I?,.
For any combination of oscillator and calibration channel, there is generally an optilrlurn calibration interval and i1
corresponding rrlinimurn time crror, En,:the performance at shorter intervals is dcgraclcd because the
random component of the measurement noise degrades the rate estimates, and the performance using
longer intervals is degraded becausc the low-frequency components of the oscillator noise spectrulrl
are not adequately predicted by thc model. This optimum interval is usually about 24 hours for the
crystal oscillators that arc norrnally used i n computer clocks, and the correspondi~igrninirnum time
error is about 1 ms.
One important aspect of the algorithrrl is thc reset logic. Most oscillators exhibit occa.sjona1 glitches
that are much larger than the standard dcviatioi~of their performance. Similar cffects amreoften found
in the performance of the calibration cl~annel. It is important that tliesc effects be recognized as
nnusnal and that thcy not be allowed t o corrupt tlle statistical nod el of the ~scilla~tor.
If the error
of a calibratiorl exceeds twicc the rurirling avcragc standard dcvia,tion for the previous day, then a
reset algorithm is executed. Thc algorithm first repeats the calibration. If the two calibrations are
statistically different, a chalznel error is assurned. If the two calibrations agree tllen either a time or
frequency step is assurned. If the difference between the next two calibrations agrees with the long
term trend, then the problem is a time step only; if the subsequent calibrations arc consistent with
a ncw trelzd then a frctlucncy step (including a possible time step) has occurred. If the subsequellt
calibratiorls cannot be nlodeled as a cornbillation of a time stcp and a rate step, then a hardware
failure is indicated. T h c algoritllrll attempts to rc--initialize itsclf in this casc; if that attempt fails
then an unrecoverable error is signaled.

Server Test Results
We have conducted several tests t o dcsnollstrate tlic capabilities of tlle method. Fig. 1 show thc freee r comparcd periodically
running performance of tlie clock in node TII,T. Tlle time of the c o m p ~ ~ t is

with the NIST time scale using a dial-up connection and the ACTS protocol. The effect of the clock
rate y, dominates the performance a t this level.
The rate of the clock is then estimated using the first 4 hours of data, and the performance of the
clock for the remainder of the m o ~ l t his predictcrl using (1). The subsequent difference measurements
normally would be used t o modify y, D and A, but this update loop was disabled for these tests.
Fig. 2 shows the residuals between the d a t a of Fig. 1 and the predictions of the model. The short-ternl
variance is 0.8 ms, (8% of a 10 ms tick) and the spectrurn appears white. 'l'he performance of the
ACTS system is considerably better than this (Allan et al., 1990), a,nd we arc probably being limited
by jitter in both the modem equalizers and the interrupt latency of tlle server. This interrlrpt latency
could be reduced by moving some of the code into the device driver for the RS-232 port, but we havc
not done this a t this time. T h e longer--period fluctuations are due to changes in the rate of the clock
oscillator; tlle relatively small diurnal challges probably result from temperature fluctuations while the
longer term effect can bc broadly characterized by a random-walk in frequency that is undoubtedly
due t o aging of the oscillator crystal. It is important t o note, however, that the server does not deviatc
from the time predicted by the model by more than f20 ms for the entire observation period. If this
level of performance was satisfactory, the server could run for at leaat 1 month with no additional
external calibrations once the rate llad been estimaierl.

Fig. 3 shows the locked perforlnallce of node TILT. The para~netersof tlle lock algorithm have been
tuned to lock the time to the minimum error E, consistent with the channel a.nd measurernellt noise
spectra. The optirnuln calibration interval was about 18 hours, but A was fixed a t 1.8 hours and the
faster estimates were exporlerltiadly a.veragcd t o estimate the optirnulrl rate,

Local Area Network Tests
The network tests were perforlned using a rclatively large local-area network on the campus of tllc
University of Colorado. Tlle network consists of segrrlents of thick-wire cable within buildings with
bridges to connect the various buildings together. The rnaxi~numdistance betweell buildings is about
3 km.
Two independent servers (named STRAIN and TILT) were locked to the NTST time scale using the
methods outlined a.bove. These servers responded to requests from any host on the network by sending
the time together with flags providillg advance notice of leap seconds and of upcoming transitions to
and from Daylight Saving Tirne. A single character specifying the 1 1 4 t h of the server was also

transmitted.
There are several different versions of the client software. Tlze simplest version si~nplyrequests tlle
time from thc server and uses the data to set thc time of the client if the server is healthy. A rllore
cornplex client prograln r~tilizestlle same algoritllrrl as was described above for the server to kccp the
time of the client within a, specified tolerance using periodic calibrations from the server. Tlle client
algorithm uses a somewhat difierent characterization for the cliarlrlel noise parameter y sirlcc the client
receives its calibration data over a packet network ratllcr than over a single dial-up telephone circuit.
To test the performance of the network software, we uscd two servers and a single client. The client
(named JILACK) periodically requests calibration data fro111 both servers (named STRAIN and TILT)
and colnputes thc difference of thc differences:

S t , = (JILACK

+ ~j - TII./I' + 7,)

(STRAIN - TILT

-

(JILACK

+ rll - 72)

+ ~j - STRAIN + q L )
(a)

since the two reqi~cstsare so close together i n time that the fluctuations of JILACK can be neglected.
Here ~j is the unrnodeled clock ~ioiseof node JlLACK while ql and y2 are the network delays betweell
JILACK and the two calibration nodes. Tlie tirnes of nodes STH.AIN and TILT are krlowrl with respect
to the NIST time service since both a.ro locked via periodic calibrations using the ACTS protocol:

(STRAIN - ACTS)

= E,
(TILT - ACTS) = Et

+ qal

+ lla2

whcrc
where

< E, >= O and < E,2 >= a:
< Et >= 0 and < Et2 >= o,2

Here u2 is the variance of the clock noise and q, is the noise in the ACTS calibration channel, which
is assi~mcdt o be the same for both nodes (on the average). Thus the diffcrcntial network delay call
be estimated from

We found that the differentiaJ network delay varies by less than f1 ms over thc ra.ngc of network loads
we have observcd and that < St, >= O f 2 ms.

Expansion to Wide Area Networks
These is no difficulty in principle in expandillg this systelil to wide area networks, and we are currently
planning a wide-area network test. One practical limitation will be the characterization of the network
delay parameter, 7, which is likely to contain titnc-varying non-stationary components. It is also likely
that the network delay will not hc rcciprocal so that the one -way delay between two points cannot be
estimated by one-half of the round-trip tilne. TJrlder these circurnstances, a local-area network synchronized via a single server which is in turn calibrated using ACTS will have certain advantages over
the same network synchronized using a wide-area network protocol because the telephone connections
between the server and thc NISrl' time scale are much easier to characterize and are much more likely
to bc stable and reciprocal. 'I'hc additional cost of the charges for the toll calls is not high - one 01.
two 15 s ca.11~per day would be adequate for almost all applications, and lower-accuracy applications
would require correspondillgly less frequent calibrations.

Conclusions
We have designed and tested a method that can be used to synchronize the time of computers on
computer networks using periodic calibratiorls from the NTST time scalc. The method makes optirnum
use of the calibration d a t a by cot~strnctingstatistical ~nodelsof tlle performance of thc oscillators in
both the server and client machines. The calibratio~iof the servers uses did-up teleph on c. conncctiolls
which are highly rcciprocal and stable and are tlierelore rnuch easier to cllaracterizc than dissemination
methods whidi depend on a wide-area network for syncl~ronization.
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Fig. 1. Time of node TILT - NIST time scale. The time difference is measured
using the ACTS time service over a dial-up telephone connection. The slope in
these measurements shows the frequency offset of the free-running oscillator,
and the deviations of the measurement line from a straight line are mainly due
to measurement noise. (The width of the line is due to the size of the symbol
used at each point.)
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Fig. 2. Difference between the data in Fig. 1 and the predictions of the clock
model. The rate of the oscillator was estimated from the first 4 hours of the
data, The model parameters were locked at that point and the residuals between
the modeled clock and NIST are shown in the figure.

F i g . 3 . Time of node TILT - NIST. The time of node tilt is adjusted in
increments of f l ms. The interval between these software adjustments is derived
from the model equation (1).
The parameters of the model are updated
periodically using calibrations via the ACTS time service over a dial-up
telephone connection. Note the change from the parameter estimation mode to the
locked mode at point A, the glitch at point B that was caused by the re-boot of
the server following a short power failure. Note also the automatic adjustment
of the interval between calibrations at points C and D.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Dr. Winkler, U. S. Naval Observatory: I miss, in your discussion, the substantial difference
in timing in the computers depending on the operating system. In the PC, which has an increment of
time in the timing registers of 16 milliseconds, usually, and the actual processor runs at 5 or 8 or 12
megaHertz, but the registers are not updated faster than every 16 milliseconds. Compare that to the
OS-2 or the Unix systems where the actual tirne interval kept is in seco~lds,and the real-time system
such as the IIP system 1000. They are all completely different. It has been our experience that it is
better not t o fool around with the computer tirrlc internally, but t o do everything externally. Make
the time measurements externally and use the interupts t o read the external time. I wonder how the
different operating systems will affect that.
Mr. Allan: I am sure that they will. We have done experiments on Micro-Vaxes and on a S u n
system. The same technique would work on a PC, just at a higher level.

